Scope of Work Access Control:

Install 9 card readers and a PCSC controller that is compatible with the Lottery’s existing PCSC access control system in the Lottery’s new office space. This also includes the installation of the power supplies, installation and configuration (configuration required to make the new doors operable) of the software on a Lottery provided PC. Provide one year warranty on labor and 3 year warranty on manufacturer equipment.

Hardware:

- PCSC Access Controller that supports a minimum of 9 readers, is expandable, and with network. All other controller related equipment, power supply, additional reader boards, etc...
- 9 HID Card Readers - must be compatible with existing PCSC system and readers.

Software:

- Updated software to replace LiNC-NetWin 05.13.02, and is compatible with existing PCSC controllers.

Installation Service:

- Provide and run all cables in new space from the card reader/electric strike to the IT closet within the space
- Install Access Controller
- Install Card Readers
- Setup and configure Access Control Software
- Provide assistance to the Lottery’s IT department for software requirements and set up
- Provide training to the Lottery Staff

Miscellaneous notes:

- Electronic strikes are excluded from the quote, they will be provided by the building owner
- The space will be certified for occupancy at time of installation
- Must meet any building specific requirements imposed by the building owner
- The new Lottery space has raised flooring
- If applicable, the system must connect to the building’s fire system
- If applicable, install request to exit PIR sensors